Evaluation of similarity measures for gene expression data and their correspondent combined measures.
It is commonly considered that genes with similar expression profiles are functional related. And there are many ways to measure the similarity of gene expression data. Especially with the advent of lots of biological information, new combined measures have been constructed by combining the biological information with different similarity measures. However, it is not clear that what is the most suitable and effective measure for gene expression data and what is the most suitable measure to construct the most effective combined measure. In this paper, several similarity measures are analyzed and two new similarity measures are proposed. Their correspondent combined measures are also constructed by incorporating Gene Ontology annotations. All these measures are evaluated by their effectiveness in detecting functionally links in several different gene expression data by comparing with the protein-protein interaction database. The results show that the newly proposed measures and their correspondent combined measures are very effective and suitable for different datasets. And our methodology is applicable to evaluate new similarity measures and detect the best measure for a certain dataset.